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A STANDARD THEOREM ON
ADJUNCTIONS IN TWO VARIABLES
FOSCO LOREGIAN
Abstract. We record an explicit proof of the theorem that lifts a two-variable
adjunction to the arrow categories of its domains.
1. Introduction
The orthogonality relation between morphisms in a category certainly lies at the
core of category theory; the reliance of higher category theory on factorization systems
has been for a long time indisputable.
As already stated in [LV17, FL16], the notion of a factorization system dates back
to the very prehistory of category theory: Mac Lane’s [ML48] was able to devise
what we would now call a factorization system on the category Grp of groups; it is
nevertheless only in [FK72] that a perspicuous understanding of the definition was
reached, together with a demonstration of its ubiquity.
Just a few years before, algebraic topology was about to be reborn: Quillen’s
[Qui67] devised the notion of model category to attribute a “homotopy theory” to
many algebraic and combinatorial structures. The systematic theory of such struc-
tures is now called homotopical algebra, and somehow realizes the homotopy theorists’
dream (see the introduction of [Bau89]) to reach an axiomatic theory of categories
whose syntax allows to speak about homotopy theory.
The entire note will be devoted to prove the following result:
Lemma 1.1 ([Hir03], 9.3.6). Let M be a simplicial model category. If A → B and
X → Y are maps in M, and L → K is a map of simplicial sets, then the following
conditions are equivalent:
• The dotted arrow exists in every solid arrow diagram of the form
L //
u

hom(B,X)

K //
66
hom(A,X) ×
hom(B,Y )
hom(A, Y )
(1)
in the category sSet of simplicial sets.
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• The dotted arrow exists in every solid arrow diagram of the form
A //
f

XK

B //
99
XL ×Y L Y K
(2)
in the category M.
• The dotted arrow exists in every solid arrow diagram of the form
A⊗K qA⊗L B ⊗ L

// X

B ⊗K //
77
Y
(3)
in the category M.
This result is stated as a direct consequence of [Hir03, Definition 9.1.6]: a non-
expert eye might believe they could get away quite easily with its proof.
This is only partly true. Altough there is nothing difficult in the proof other than
plain old category theory, yet it is precisely this flavour of category theory that is
needed while playing with model structures. In the present note we embark in a full
solution of this exercise.
2. The lifting theorem
Definition 2.1 (thc situation). Let S,A,B be three categories; a thc situation is a
triple T of functors
} : A× S→ B 〈 , | : Bop × S→ A | , 〉 : Aop × B→ S (4)
related by the following isomorphisms, natural in each component A ∈ A, B ∈ B, S ∈
S:
B(A} S,B) ∼= A(A, 〈B,S|) ∼= S(S, |A,B〉) (5)
Remark 2.2. In more modern literature (see again textbooks pn model categories,
[Hov99, Hir03] or [CGR14]) thc situations are called adjunctions of two variables.
The name thc situation dates back to [Gra], motivated by the following “standard”
example of thc situation.
Exercise 2.3 (The standard thc situation). Let C ∈ V-Cat be a category enriched
on the monoidal category V; a tensored and cotensored (see [Kel05]) structure on C
put this category in the standard thc situation, defined by the tensor (V,C) 7→ C}V ,
cotensor (V,C) 7→ CV and internal hom (C,C ′) 7→ C(C,C ′) functors.
Notation 2.4. We will use round brackets to denote the co/wedge components of
such a co/unit: so given a thc situation T on A,B,S, the unit ηA,(K) : A→ 〈K,A}K|
of the adjunction }K a 〈K, | is natural in A and a wedge in K ∈ S; dually, the
counit εY,(K) : 〈K,Y |}K → Y of the same adjunction is natural in Y and a cowedge
in K ∈ S, and similarly for all the other co/units and adjunctions.
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Definition 2.5 (Leibniz operations on arrows). Let S,A,B be three categories, and
T = {}, 〈 , |, | , 〉} a thc situation in the same notation of 2.1. Assume B has
finite colimits, and A,S admit finite limits.
We define the Leibniz operations as the three functors
A[1]×S[1] −−−−→ B[1] (B[1])op×S[1] 〈〈 , ||−−−−→ A[1] (A[1])op×B[1] || , 〉〉−−−−→ S[1] (6)
where given f : A→ B, g : X → Y and u : L→ K in S the arrows f  u, 〈〈u, g|| and
||f, g〉〉 are defined, respectively, to be the dotted arrows in the following diagrams
(A} L) f}L //
A}u

(B } L)
B}u

i(B}L)
yy
(B } L)
∐
(A}L)
(A}K)
fu
%%
(A}K)
f}K
//
i(A}K)
99
(B }K)
〈K,X|
〈〈u,g||
''
〈K,g|
//
〈u,X|

〈K,Y |
〈u,Y |

〈L,X| ×
〈L,Y |
〈K,Y |
p〈K,Y |
77
p〈L,X|
ww
〈L,X| 〈L,g| // 〈L, Y |
|B,X〉
||f,g〉〉
##
|f,X〉
//
|B,g〉

|A,X〉
|A,g〉

|A,X〉 ×
|A,Y 〉
|B, Y 〉
q|A,X〉
;;
q|B,Y 〉
{{
|B, Y 〉 |f,Y 〉 // |A, Y 〉
Theorem 2.6 (The main theorem). Let S,A,B be three categories, and T a thc
situation. In the same notation of 2.1, the Leibniz operations of 2.5 form another
thc situation (that we denote T [1]) on the functor categories S[1],A[1],B[1]; in other
words, there are isomorphisms (natural in each component with respect to morphisms
in the functor category)
B[1](f  u, g)
(?)∼= A[1](f, 〈〈u, g||)
(??)∼= S[1](u, ||f, g〉〉) (7)
induced by the functors } , 〈 , |, | , 〉 of T
Proof. The proof of this statement occupies the rest of the section. As the reader
will soon notice, the proof is elementary but it takes a certain effort to fill in all the
details; we concentrate on the proof of isomorphism (?), conscious that the proof of
(??) is similar in each part.
Notation. It is of vital importance to establish good notation. We will then con-
stantly refer to the diagrams above, defining the triple of functors {, 〈〈 , ||, || , 〉〉},
without further mention, and we hereby choose the following shorthand to denote the
co/limits appearing in those diagrams:
P := (B}L)
∐
(A}L)
(A}K); Q := 〈L,X| ×
〈L,Y |
〈K,Y |; R := |A,X〉 ×
|A,Y 〉
|B, Y 〉
(8)
We start by defining the bijection (?); a generic morphism (a, b) : f  u→ g in B
is represented by a commutative square like
P
fu

a // X
g

B }K
b
// Y
(9)
so that a natural candidate for an arrow B[1](fu, g) ∼= A[1](f, 〈〈u, g||) is the following
correspondence: the pair (a, b) goes to the pair (aˆ, bˆ) where
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• The arrow aˆ is the mate of the arrow A } K iA}K−−−→ P a−→ X under the
adjunction }K a 〈〈K, ||, i.e.
A
ηA,(K)
// 〈〈K,A}K|| 〈〈K,a·iA}K ||
// 〈〈K,X|| (10)
• The arrow bˆ is obtained via the universal property of Q, i.e. via the following
diagram:
B
b〈K,Y |
##
b〈L,X|
""
bˆ
""
Q
p〈L,X|
//
p〈K,Y |

〈L,X|
〈L,g|

〈K,Y | 〈u,Y | // 〈L, Y |
(11)
where b〈L,X| is B
ηB,(L)−−−−→ (B } L)L (a·iB}L)
L
−−−−−−−→ 〈L,X| and b〈K,Y | is the mate
of b, B
ηB,(K)−−−−→ (B }K)K 〈K,b|−−−→ 〈K,Y |.
Now we have to prove that this pair really defines a morphism f → 〈〈u, g||; to this
end, we have to exploit the universal property of pullback, showing that the square
A
aˆ //
f

〈K,X|
〈〈u,g||

B
bˆ
// Q
(12)
is commutative by pre-pending it with the projections p〈L,X|, p〈K,Y | : Q⇒ 〈L,X|, 〈K,Y |
and showing that {
p〈L,X| · 〈〈u, g|| · aˆ = p〈L,X| · bˆ · f
p〈K,Y | · 〈〈u, g|| · aˆ = p〈K,Y | · bˆ · f
(13)
The commutativity of the square will follow from the joint monicity of the pair
(p〈L,X|, p〈K,Y |).
To prove this last statement, we use the chain of equations
p〈L,X| · 〈〈u, g|| · aˆ = 〈u,X| · 〈K, a|() · 〈K, iA}K | · ηA,(K)
= 〈L, a| · 〈u, P | · 〈K, iA}K |() · ηA,(K)
= 〈L, a| · 〈L, iA}K | · (A}K)u · ηA,(K)
()
= 〈L, a| · 〈L, iA}K | · 〈L,A} u|() · ηA,(L)
= 〈L, a| · 〈L, iB}L| · 〈L, f } L| · ηA,(L)
()
= 〈L, a1| · ηB,(L) · f = b〈L,X| · f = p〈L,X| · bˆ · f ;
p〈K,Y | · 〈〈u, g|| · aˆ = 〈K, g| · aˆ
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= 〈K, g| · 〈K, a| · 〈K, iA}K | · ηA,(K)
= 〈K, b| · 〈K, f  u| · 〈K, iA}K | · ηA,(K)
= 〈K, b| · 〈K, f }K| · ηA,(K)
(5′)
= 〈K, b| · ηB,(K) · f
= b〈K,Y | · f = p〈K,Y | · bˆ · f
justified by the following commutative squares, all obtained from naturality and
co/wedge conditions of the co/units of the starting thc situation:
〈K,P |
()
〈u,P |
//
〈K,a|

〈L,P |
〈L,a|

〈K,X| 〈u,X| // 〈L,X|
〈K,A}K|
()
〈K,iA}K |
//
〈u,A}K|

〈K,P |
〈u,P |

〈L,A}K| 〈L,iA}K |
// 〈L,P |
A
()
ηA,(K)
//
ηA,(L)

〈K,A}K|
〈u,A}K|

〈L,A} L| 〈L,A}u| // 〈L,A}K|
〈L,A} L|
()
〈L,f}L|
//
〈L,A}u|

〈L,B } L|
〈L,iB}L|

〈L,A}K| 〈L,iA}K |
// 〈L,P |
A
()
f
//
ηA,(L)

B
ηB,(L)

〈L,A} L| 〈L,f}L| // 〈L,B } L|
A
(ϕ)
f
//
ηA,(K)

B
ηB,(K)

〈K,A}K| 〈K,f}K| // 〈K,B }K|
This paves the way to a definition for an inverse of ϕ: let (x, y) : f → 〈〈u, g|| be a
morphism in A, encoded in a commutative square
A
x //
f

〈K,X|
〈〈u,g||

B
y
// Q
(14)
We define
• x˜ to be the arrow obtained via the universal property o P , from the diagram
A} L A}u //
f}L

A}K
iA}K
 xA}K

B } L
xB}L //
iB}L
// P
x˜
##
X
(15)
where (xA}K , xB}L) is the pair of arrows
xA}K = X,(K) · (x}K) : A}K → 〈K,X|}K → X
xB}L = X,(L) · p〈L,X| · y } L : B } L→ 〈L,X|} L→ X
• y˜ to be the mate of p〈K,Y | · y under the adjunction }K a (−)K , i.e. the
arrow B }K
p〈K,Y |·y}K−−−−−−−−→ 〈K,Y |}K Y,(K)−−−−→ Y .
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We show now that the pair (x˜, y˜) defines a morphism f  u→ g, i.e. that the square
P
fu

x˜ // X
g

B }K
y˜
// Y
(16)
is commutative; the same reasoning above, suitably dualized, applies: we can exploit
the joint epicity of the pushout inclusions iA}K : A}K → P and iB}L : B }L→ P
to prove that {
g · x˜ · iB}L = y˜ · (f  u) · iB}L
g · x˜ · iA}K = y˜ · (f  u) · iA}K .
(17)
Now, we use a similar chain of equations,
g · x˜ · iB}L = g · X,(L)
()
· (p〈L,X| · (y } L))
= Y,(L) · (〈L, g|p〈L,X|
()
· (y } L))
= Y,(L) · (〈u, Y |} L)
()
· (p〈K,Y | · (y } L))
= Y,(K) · (〈K,Y |} u) · (p〈K,Y | · (y } L))
()
= Y,(K) · (p〈K,Y | · (y }K)) · (B } u). . . . . . . .
= y˜ · (f  u) · iB}L. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
g · x˜ · iA}K = g · X,(K)
(1′)
· (X }K)
= Y,(K) · (〈K, g|}K) · (x}K)
= Y,(K) · (p〈K,Y | · 〈〈u, g||)}K · (x}K)
= Y,(K) · (p〈K,Y | · (yf }K))
= Y,(K) · (p〈K,Y | · (y }K)) · f }K. . . . . .
= y˜ · (f  u) · iA}K. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
justified by the following commutative squares, all obtained from the definitions and
naturality of the co/units of the starting thc situation:
〈L,X|} L
()X,(L)

〈L,g|}L
// 〈L, Y |} L
Y,(L)

X
g
// Y
Q
()
p〈K,Y |
//
p〈L,X|

〈K,Y |
〈u,Y |

〈L,X| 〈L,g| // 〈L, Y |
〈K,Y |} L 〈K,Y |}u //
〈u,Y |}L

()
〈K,Y |}K
Y,(K)

〈L, Y |} L
Y,(L)
// Y
B } L
()
B}u
//
p〈K,Y |y}L

B }K
p〈K,Y |y}K

〈K,Y |} L 〈K,Y |}u // 〈K,Y |}K
〈K,X|}K
(ϕ)X,(K)

〈K,g|}K
// 〈K,Y |}K
Y,(K)

X
g
// Y
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It remains only to prove, now, that these two correspondences are mutually inverse:
this exploits the triangle identities of the adjunctions in the thc situation: in the
above notation, starting from (a, b) : f  u→ g we know that
• ˜ˆa is the arrow induced by the pair (X,(K) · (aˆ}K), X,(K) · (p〈L,X|bˆ}L)): we
can compute
X,(K) · (aˆ}K) = X,(K) ·
(
(〈K, a| · iKA}K)}K
) · ηA,(K) }K
= a · iA}K · A}K,(K) · (ηA,(K) }K)
= a · iA}K ;
X,(K) · (p〈L,X|bˆ} L) = Y,(K) ·
(
(a · iB}L)L · ηB,(L)
)
} L
= a · iB}L · B}L,(L) · ηB,(L) } L
= a · iB}L.
and we conclude, since a is (tautologically) induced by the pair (a · iA}K , a ·
iB}L).
• ˜ˆb is the mate of p〈K,Y | · bˆ = 〈K, b| · ηB,(K): but now
˜ˆ
b = Y,(K) · (〈K, b| · ηB,(K))}K
= b · B}K,(K) · (ηB,(K) }K)
= b.
The other composition exploits in a similar way the triangle identities of an adjunction,
and concludes the proof of the fact that
B[1](f  u, g) ∼= A[1](f, 〈〈u, g||). (18)
A similar argument now shows the isomorphism
B[1](f  u, g) ∼= A[1](u, ||f, g〉〉), (19)
and all these passages are natural in their arguments, thus showing the existence of
the desired thc situation.1 
It is worth to notice that the adjunction isomorphisms are compatible with the
orthogonality relation, in the sense made precise by the following statement:
Remark 2.7. Let T be a thc situation, and T [1] the induced thc following the
notation of 2.6. Then the bijections
B[1](f  u, g) ∼= A[1](f, 〈〈u, g||) ∼= A[1](u, ||f, g〉〉) (20)
(“bijections between lifting problems”) restrict to bijections between the squares that
admit an orthogonal, or weakly orthogonal, lifting (“bijections between solutions of
1Until now, we insisted in a certain pedantry because we find that this is useful to the novice,
approaching the subject from outside pure category theory, or the one looking for a complete argu-
ment; now we feel free to relax, as the proof of the fact that B[1](f  u, g) ∼= A[1](u, ||f, g〉〉) would go
exactly the same way, exploiting exactly the same technique, simply exchanging the roˆle of f and u,
and the roˆle of 〈〈 , || with || , 〉〉.
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lifting problems”). More precisely, in the following commutative diagrams
P
a //
fg

L
u

B }K
b
//
α
;;
K
A
aˆ //
f

〈K,X|
〈〈u,g||

B
bˆ
//
αˆ
<<
Q
L
a˜ //
u

|B,X〉
||f,g〉〉

K
b˜
//
α˜
<<
R
(21)
if a solution α exists in any one of the three lifting problems, splitting the square
into two commutative triangles, then it exists in the other two, and this solution is
precisely the mate of α under the adjunction maps generated by T .
At first glance, this is similar to, and generalizing, the fact that if F 
η
G is a pair
of adjoint functors, then F (f)  g in the domain of G if and only if f G(g) in the
domain of F : lifting problems exchange each other under the adjunction isomorphism,
in the sense that the left lifting problem in the diagram below,
FA //

X

FB
α
==
// Y
A //

GX

B
αˆ
==
// GY
(22)
can be solved by α : FB → Y precisely if the lifting problem on the right can be
solved by αˆ = Gα·ηB . However, there is no chance to reduce (?) above to this remark,
as the morphism f  u is not the result of the action of a functor  u on f (it is,
instead, the function on objects of such a functor A[1] × S[1] u−−−→ B[1]).
Hence, we are really left with the statement to prove, essentially from scratch; the
argument will not be really different from what the reader can imagine, so we concede
ourselves to be again slightly sketchy.
Consider the diagram
A 〈K,A}K| 〈K,P | 〈K,X|
〈K,B }K|
〈K,B }K|
B Q 〈L,X|
〈K,B }K| 〈K,Y | 〈L, Y |
f
ηA,(K) 〈K,iA}K |
〈K,f}K|
〈K,a|
〈K,fu|
〈〈u,g||
〈K,α|
id〈K,B}K|
ηB,(K)
bˆ
ηB,(K)
p〈L,X|
p〈K,Y | 〈L,g|
〈K,b| 〈u,Y |
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the north-west upper triangle commutes because it can be split in three subdiagrams,
each of which commutes, giving the chain of equalities
αˆ · f = 〈K,α| · ηB,(K) · f
= 〈K,α| · 〈K, f }K| · ηA,(K)
= 〈K,α · (f }K)| · ηA,(K)
= 〈K,α · (f  u) · iA}K | · ηA,(K)
= 〈K, a · iA}K | · ηA,(K)
= aˆ.
Now we have to prove that the north-west lower tirangle commutes, knowing that all
other parts of the diagram commute. With a similar strategy as before, we prepend
the arrows 〈〈u, g|| · 〈K,α| ·ηB,(K) and bˆ with the pullback projections, and we consider
the chain of equalities
p〈K,Y | · 〈〈u, g|| · 〈K,α| · ηB,(K) = 〈K, g| · 〈K,α| · ηB,(K)
= 〈K, y| · ηB,(K)
= p〈K,Y | · bˆ
p〈L,X| · 〈〈u, g|| · 〈K,α| · ηB,(K) = 〈u,X| · 〈K,α| · ηB,(K)
= 〈L,α| · 〈u,B }K| · ηB,(K)
= 〈L,α| · 〈L,B } u| · ηB,(K)
= 〈L,α| · (f  u)L · 〈L, iB}L| · ηB,(K)
= 〈L,α| · 〈L, iB}L| · ηB,(K)
= p〈L,X| · bˆ,
motivated again by a mixture of naturality, dinaturality (e.g. of ηB,(K)), the definition
of bˆ above, and by the fact that α solves the lifting problem in (21); the joint monicity
of the pullback projections now entails that 〈〈u, g|| · 〈K,α| · ηB,(K) = bˆ, as desired. In
a similar fashion it is possible to prove that α˜ solves the appropriate lifting problem,
and the converse implication.
3. Applications
Recall that a class of arrows X ⊆ X[1] in a category is saturated if it is wide (i.e.
it contains all isomorphisms and it is closed under composition), and closed under
retracts, pushouts and transfinite composition. Every class of arrows A generates a
saturated class As as intersection of all saturated classes X ⊇ A. Dually we define
a cosaturated class Y to be wide, closed under retracts, pullbacks and transfinite op-
composition. Every class of arrows A generates, similarly, a cosaturated class sA as
intersection of all cosaturated classes Y ⊇ A.
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a thc situation, and T [1] the induced thc following the
notation of 2.6. Let A,S,B be respectively classes of objects in A,S,B.
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• Let (EB ,MB) be a weak factorization system on B. Then, if AS ⊆ EB , so
does the class As  Ss of -products of the saturated closures of A,S.
• Let (EA,MA) be a weak factorization system on A. Then, if 〈〈S,A|| ⊆ MA,
so does the class 〈〈Ss, sB||.
• Let (ES ,MS) be a weak factorization system on S. Then, if ||A,B〉〉 ⊆ MS ,
so does the class ||As, sB〉〉.
Proof. We prove that A S ⊆ EB implies As  S ⊆ EB ; the proof that A Ss ⊆ EB
is similar and will follow from the same argument (of course, there are many cases of
interest — like when } defines a symmetric monoidal structure on A = S = B
— in which the proof simplifies and this further step is not necessary). Recall that
EB =MB , so that it is enough to prove that (AS)MB entails (As S)MB .
To prove this, note that it is sufficient to show that
∀s ∈ S,∀m ∈MB (A s)MB . (23)
Define K := {u | u sm ∀s ∈ S,∀m ∈MB}: our main theorem entails that
K = {u | u 〈〈s,m|| ∀s ∈ S,∀m ∈MB} = 〈〈S,MB || (24)
which entails that K is a saturated class, so that if K ⊇ A, it follows that K ⊇ As.
Similarly, we have the chain of equalities
H := {s | u sm ∀u ∈ A,∀m ∈MB}
= {s | s ||u,m〉〉 ∀u ∈ A,∀m ∈MB}
=
||A,M〉〉 (25)
so that H is a saturated class, and if K ⊇ A, it follows that K ⊇ As. It then follows
that
A S ⊆MB ⇒ As  S ⊆MB ⇒ As  Ss ⊆MB . (26)

Acknowledgements. This document was partially written during the author’s stay
at MPIM.
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